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A challenge is met
Ian Ferguson’s investigations into the
memorials attributed to Eric Gill in St Mary’s
Churchyard, Storrington, (see Times Past 51
and 53) continue...

It all began with a simple challenge. A Museum
visitor questioned the attribution of Father Tyrrell’s
headstone to Eric Gill. As a result I found that not

only was our claim correct but that the neighbouring
ledgerstone to poet Arthur Bell was also from the Eric
Gill studio. Job done, and reported in Times Past Issue
No 51.

But it left me wondering – who would have the
necessary social and artistic influence – let alone the
money – to think of commissioning Eric Gill, THE Eric
Gill, for both monuments.
The obvious candidate was
Maud Petre. Herself a
Modernist Catholic, she was
sheltering Father Tyrrell in
his last years. And so it
proved. Gill’s Account Books
show that she
commissioned not only the
headstone but also the
initial curbing which outlines
her plot.

So what about Arthur
Bell? Nine years later the
Account Books record Maud
Petre commissioning the
ledgerstone for Bell. In both

cases the records show that while Gill designed the
headstones, the carving was carried out by apprentices
like Joseph Cribb. Many years later (1942), with a
modest Celtic Cross, Maud completes a trio of, each in
their way, shakers and movers of their period, now
together in a tranquil plot in a peaceful corner of a
Sussex churchyard.

Now to my second question. Having discovered a
third headstone from the Gill studio, and reported in
Times Past No 53 that “lonely Peggy” (Sutton) was
surrounded by all her family, why, with such insistence
on “of Chelsea” on all the headstones, were they all
buried in Storrington? Why Storrington?

The answer would appear to lie with the same Arthur
Bell buried and remembered nearby. Eric Sutton -
husband of Peggy - was at Oxford as a student at the

same time as Bell was a
student and then a Don.
They would have shared the
same heady intellectual
literary circle of their time.
Moreover, an Oxford and
then life-long friend of Eric,
Geoffrey Garratt, was also
very close to Bell. By now
Bell was living in a studio in
Storrington, forming a
stimulating trio with Maud
Petre and Father Tyrrell, the
magnet that kept the
Suttons visiting frequently,
often staying at the White
Horse. This attraction would
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and Maud Petre in Storrington St Mary’s
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appear to have become so strong that f irst baby
Pamela, and then Peggy, should be buried in
Storrington. No doubt due to Maud’s influence, Eric
commissioned and paid Gill for Peggy’s stone.

Eric continued to visit Storrington after Peggy’s death
and later, in 1927, after his reverting to Catholicism,
daughter Diana would be buried in the Catholic
cemetery, with a headstone again commissioned from
the Eric Gill Studio (with “of Chelsea”, of course) –
another Eric Gill headstone for Storrington! Sadly, by

now Eric’s wayward lifestyle meant he was often
strapped for money and despite many requests the bill
remained unpaid and was f inally written off. Finally, in
1949, Eric Sutton himself was buried in the Catholic
cemetery, with a headstone similar to the others,
inscribed, of course, “of Chelsea”.

So all our apparently unrelated threads – Modernist
Catholic turmoil, society portrait painting, Chelsea
bohemianism – all came together in a quiet rural
Sussex village’s churchyards. I feel like adding, “Amen”.

Clockwise from top left: Graves of Peggy Sutton, baby Pamela, (St Mary’s churchyard), Eric Sutton and Diana
Sutton (Catholic cemetery). All pictures by Ian Ferguson

Museum Committee
Following some recent changes, the committee

consists of the following members:
Chair - Patricia Wilks
Vice-Chair - Cindy Waters
Secretary/Editor - Bill Thomson
Treasurer - Judie Thomson
Membership - Jill Atkins
Curatorial team representative - Sue Setford
Stewards co-ordinator - Cliff Wilks

Alan Spencer has been co-opted to f ill one of
the vacant places, no doubt he will soon f ind a
duty to fulf il.

Museum Bank Account
Those who pay subscriptions and donations
by standing order will have been made aware
of the revised account details - unfortunately
these were issued too late for some standing
orders to be amended. Please ensure your
records are updated to:
Bank -             NatWest Bank plc
Account -        Storrington & District Museum

Society
Sort Code - 60-20-35
Account no - 41583604

Thank you for your understanding



Our area features strongly in aviation history,
as evidenced by the talk given to the museum
society about Shoreham Airport not long ago.

Coming slightly closer to home, Reginald Fairfax Wells,
of West Chiltington, the sculptor, potter and architect,
whose work was featured in our late 2017 exhibition
'Around and About', was another with an early interest
in aeronautics, having set up his own aircraft
manufacturing business. Though unfortunately, despite
the benef it of WW1 contracts, this went bankrupt in
1917.

Just before Wells in the list of pre-WW1 aircraft
builders comes another name, who also featured in the
'Around and About' display. José Weiss was a French-
born Sussex resident who, like Wells, f irst became
notable in the world of art. Vincent Nicolas Francis
Joseph Weiss, to give him his full name, was born in
Paris in 1859, to a family who originally came from
Alsace, hence the Germanic surname. José Weiss
originally worked in the wine trade, based in France,
and frequently visiting England. But his love of painting
outshone his business acumen. While staying in
Amberley he painted a local scene, which he sold
through a London gallery for £12. This convinced him
he could make a living from art, and following his
marriage to a local woman, Agnes Ratton, in 1894, he
settled at Meadow Cottage, near Amberley Station.
Three years later, having enjoyed some artistic success,
they moved up the road to Houghton House, opposite
the George and Dragon, where Weiss stayed until his
death in 1919. Incidentally, the house was later to
become home to an even more famous artist, Arthur
Rackham.

Weiss was correct in his assumption, and despite
having no formal artistic education, he gained
considerable success, selling many paintings, mainly of
the Downland area around Houghton, and exhibiting
33 times at the Royal Academy. 

He had another fascination - the flight of birds. The
sale of his paintings allowed Weiss some spare cash to
carry out studies of birds, and experiments with model
gliders, built to simulate birds of prey which could soar,
glide and hover. The models had small bodies, and a
large wingspan similar to a bird with outstretched
wings. They were made of bamboo and wire (later steel
tubes) covered with muslin and paper. Weiss discovered
that his 'birds' could be controlled by varying the angle
of the leading edge of the wing, and the stability of
their flight could actually be improved by the use of
carefully-positioned lead weights. One of his models
was claimed to have maintained stable flight for half a
mile, despite (or maybe because of) a weight of 26lb
including ballast. 

The 'birds', all made in a workshop at Houghton
House, gradually become larger. One gained a medal
for the longest flight at an exhibition in Paris in 1905,
and the gliders attracted considerable interest at a
show organised by the British Aero Club in 1907. As the
gliders grew, they became more diff icult to launch by
hand from Houghton Hill, so Weiss built a launching
ramp at nearby Bury. 

Weiss' efforts were recognised both by the War
Off ice, and by an aircraft engineer, one Frederick
Handley-Page, who invested in a syndicate formed by
Weiss, with a view to using the patented Weiss wing
design for powered aircraft. The f irst attempt to add
power to a Weiss glider - the 'Flying Albatross', a
bamboo and linen affair with a motorcycle engine,
never succeeded. Its successor, named 'Madge' after
one of Weiss's daughters, was exhibited at Olympia in
March 1909. It had a 12hp engine with a system of
chains to drive two pusher propellers, but was no more
capable of flight than the Albatross. The 'Flying
Albatross' was reported to have been acquired by the
Science Museum, but its fate is unknown.

Despite the limited success of adding engines to
Weiss's wing invention, the unpowered models
continued to fly well and in 1908 Weiss decided to
build a glider large enough to carry a man. The 'Olive',
after another of his daughters, had a framework of
bamboo and string. It had a 26ft wingspan, with no tail
or rudder, but could be controlled by the pilot, using
foot pedals which operated flaps on each wing.

Another unsung local hero
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Gliders from the Southdown Club field at Parham are a familiar sight in the skies above our
village - but we have an important place in gliding history, as well as an active gliding
airfield from the present. Bill Thomson tells the story of Houghton’s noted landscape artist
who created the first glider capable of soaring flight, and which laid the foundation for
modern wing design. 

‘Tranquil Pastures’, by José Weiss, in the collection of
Worthing Museum and Art Gallery
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The f irst few flights, with various pilots including
Weiss himself, met with little success. The breakthrough
came on 27th June 1909, when 'Olive' was launched
into the wind from the top of Amberley Mount, piloted
by a 17-year-old boy named Eric Gordon England (who
would later become notable himself in aviation and
motor racing, and had an interesting history himself,
being born in Argentina and a cousin of the Labour
Prime Minister Clement Atlee). The little plane was
pushed off the 1 in 3 slope of the hill and with the wind
rushing under the wings, it lifted some 30 to 40ft up in
the air, then made a controlled and stable flight to land
just under a minute later about half a mile away. This
was the f irst recorded 'soaring flight' by an unpowered,
manned, aircraft - previous attempts, included those by
the Wright brothers, had floated down a valley rather
than gaining height.

The distance record stood until after WW1, and
buoyed by this achievement, Weiss became more
enthusiastic about powered flight. The West Sussex
Gazette of 25th November 1909 reported a talk given
by Weiss to the Storrington Social and Literary Society,
in which he forecast that in less than ten years' time, it
may be possible for aircraft, equipped with wireless
telegraphy, to cross over to Paris, or even the Atlantic,
carrying 50 to 100 passengers. In the same talk he
recognised that the main obstacle to further
development of the British aircraft industry was that,
unlike the French, there was no suitable large military
ground, with a smooth surface, on which to continue
experiments. 

The Duke of Norfolk gave permission to use the
Littlehampton Fort as a base, and fly planes from the
sands at the adjacent West Beach. The f irst powered
monoplane, 'Elsie' with a front propeller and 25hp
Anzani engine took off but crashed on its f irst flight.
For the second, 'Sylvia', Weiss added a tail as well as
his characteristic curved and twisted wings, and this
flew much more successfully. Gordon England, along
with Gerald Leake, another of the pioneer glider pilots
and Georges Fontenau, a French carpenter from
Littlehampton who had made the propellers, took
'Elsie' and 'Sylvia' to Brooklands in Surrey, where they
joined other British aircraft pioneers in the 'Flying
Village', immortalised in the f ilm 'Those Magnif icent
Men in Their Flying Machines).

Weiss continued to experiment with gliders at
Houghton, and perfected a small glider design named
'Joker'. He offered this, 'Olive' - which by now had
gained a tail - and "the best gliding ground in the
country, and the use of the large shed in which the
glider is stored" to the Polytechnic Aero Club of
London, which held regular gliding camps near
Amberley. 'Olive' is rumoured to still be in existence,
though we do not know where.

Weiss joined with another local inventor, a Scottish
doctor living at Crossgate House, Amberley, named
Alexander Keith, to build what he called the 'Aviette', a
glider with pedals operated by the pilot, that would
make the wings 'beat' like a bird. Although this flew
successfully, by now the emphasis was entirely on
powered aircraft and the project was shelved due to
lack of support and the imminent WW1.

Weiss shared a belief in the benef its of commercial
aircraft with his latter-day near neighbour John
Galsworthy, but, like Galsworthy was horrif ied at the
potential destruction that could result from the use of
war planes, and supported the idea of an international
ban on military aviation. He hoped that rather than
helping in war, the aeroplane could promote closer ties
and friendly cooperation between nations, leading
people away from war.

José Weiss died in 1919, and was buried at Houghton.
The 75th anniversary of the f irst flight was marked by
the Vintage Glider Club with the unveiling of a plaque
at the location. The plaque was unveiled by Weiss's
daughter Jasée and the widow of Eric Gordon England.
The 'VGC News' reported that the director of
Storrington Museum gave a speech - as Storrington
Museum was not to open until some 16 years later, we
think they must be referring to the Chalk Pits Museum
at Amberley, which is very close to the site. The
Amberley Museum held an exhibition in 2009
celebrating the flight's centenary, and is said to have a
stained glass window memorial to Eric Gordon
England. Also on the flight's centenary, the Southdown
Gliding Club held a rally at Parham.

In fact, other than the pictures displayed at
Storrington Museum's 'Around and About' exhibition,
and some cuttings in our archives and those of
Littlehampton Museum, Weiss is scarcely
acknowledged by historians today, despite his genius
having been compared by his contemporaries to that
of an earlier artist and pioneer
of flight, Leonardo da Vinci.
One notable exception is the
1905 model glider that won
the Paris medal, which is
believed to be in the collection
of the Science Museum in
London.

We are indebted to a piece
written by Hilary Greenwood
for Littlehampton Fort which
provided the source for much
of the material in this article.

Weiss glider on the Downs

José Weiss
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Pierre D’Angelo (1929-2017)

Pierre was a talented professional artist who was well known in the area as a
respected and inspiring tutor to many local art groups. He founded the Priory Art
Group in 2002 and remained their valued tutor for 15 years.

Pierre was born in Toulouse but lived in America and Canada in his early years, going
on to have a colourful and successful career in the art world, working in Greece, France,
Budapest, and Italy, where he specialised in the restoration of works of art. He did
similar work in this country, where he eventually settled in the nineties.

Shortly before he died, Pierre donated one of his paintings – “Last Rays” – to
Storrington Museum. He intended that we should sell it to raise much-needed funds,
but it was decided that this work should remain with the Museum, and it now hangs in
the main hall of The Old School as a permanent reminder of a gifted artist and
generous benefactor.

Patricia Wilks

The annual Art Show and Sale was started eight
years ago to raise funds for the Museum and to
tie in with an Exhibition of paintings from our

archives by local artists. From the very beginning we
were supported by the Priory Art Group and we have

gone on from that tentative start to the event this year,
which was supported by 18 art groups and individual
artists, mostly amateur but including some highly
talented local professionals.

The standard of work is amazingly high and subjects
widely varied. It is sometimes hard to believe that some
of the f ine work is produced by amateurs, who seem
to paint just for the sheer pleasure in what they are
capable of creating. Quite a few paintings are sold, but
some are too important to the artist to be parted with
- displaying their work, interacting with other artists,
and getting feed-back from the public, seem to be the
main motivations behind this event which gets more
successful each year.

This year there were 180 works on display, and we
welcomed over 200 visitors. The Museum is so grateful
to all those who took part, and we are proud of
creating an event which is not only vital to the
Museum, but which helps to form a strong community
bond.

Patricia Wilks

Art show and sale, 17/18 November

A few of the Priory Art Group members displaying
their work at the Old School prior to the Art Show
and Sale

The first temporary exhibition for 2018 will run from Saturday 13th January to Sunday 18th March. Entitled
“WERE YOU BEING SERVED?” it looks at retail outlets (shops, pubs etc) of the area from their past. We are
familiar with Greenf ields of Storrington, for which the museum has a vast amount of material, but there were

many other businesses serving the local area.
Provisional dates and titles for the other three exhibitions are:
Saturday 31st March to Sunday 10th June: “TREASURED TOYS” - These are a few of our favourite things.
Saturday 23rd June to Sunday 16th September: “DISSECTIONS!” - The story of jigsaw puzzles.
Saturday 29th September to Wednesday 12th December: “LET’S GET CREATIVE” - Showcasing local talent.
Dates and exact titles are subject to possible alteration.

2018 temporary exhibition calendar

For future issues of Times Past we are always pleased to receive contributions in terms of articles,
photographs, memories etc. Please leave in museum, or email items to us at the address below. 

Email: contact@storringtonmuseum.com
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As expected, the article in Times Past 55
concerning Washington and its importance in
Anglo-Saxon times, drew some interesting

comment. Our talk in November on Sussex Place
Names, given by David Hillman, reminded us of the
interesting fact that the important places in the county
were all in the south - the north was merely forest, with
few, if any, settlements, though many southern villages,
including the then-important Washington, had outlying
land in the north.

Robin Milner-Gulland drew our attention to a piece
he wrote in Times Past 36, regarding his discovery of
what was thought to be the old Washington boundary,
marked by earth banks, but offering little clue as to

when, why and how the banks were made. Anybody
with an interest in ancient Sussex would be well advised
to read that article, found on the museum website (see
www.storringtonmuseum.com/the-collection) or
available to view in the Museum off ice.

Finally, Jeremy Knight of Horsham Museum sent an
extract from his History of Horsham, an edited version
of which appears below. Again, if you have an interest
in our area in Saxon times, please refer to Jeremy’s full
history - copies available from Horsham Museum -
which lists source material and various other reference
sources. It is interesting indeed that Horsham
originated as what was virtually an outlying ‘suburb’ of
Washington.

Washington’s Anglo-Saxon charter revisited

The Saxons did not practise intensive cultivation
to produce cash crops, which was necessary in
the Roman period to pay huge taxes to support

the  army and the  Empire.  They settled on large
estates, rather than in towns, and followed a more
natural style of farming - following livestock to
seasonal pastures in the summer and returning to the
home farms for the winter months. The people from
the Saxon settlements along the coast of Sussex
started to move into the higher wooded northern
lands, creating seasonal pastures and farms in these
area. In the 8th century, the Saxon settlement of
Steyning, with its port and important Saxon church,
was probably the dominant economic centre, whilst
nearby was a large Saxon estate based around
Washington.

We have some evidence of the methodical way in
which the Saxon society was
organised in the 9th century,
when Eadric owned the Saxon
"Villa Regis" or Manor of
Washington. The people there
wanted a pasture to which
they could take their pigs, to
fatten them up on the rich
forest undergrowth. Eadric
had been an intelligent,
devoted and loyal servant of
King Eadred, King of Wessex
and England from 946 to 955,
during a period when the
Viking  Eric Bloodaxe was
causing problems in the
northern Saxon kingdom of
Northumbria . So in 947 King
Eadred gave Eadric a swine
pasture, already known as
Horsham, some 12 miles away
up in the northern area of
woodland. 

This is the f irst mention of the Saxon "settlement" or
region known as Horsham. To make sure that everyone
knew of the gift, it was made the subject of a land
charter, solemnly signed and sealed with the Holy
Cross by Eadred’'s mother, Eadgifu and the Archbishops
of Canterbury and York, and confirmed or agreed by
more than 20 other bishops, aldermen and thegns.
This land charter has been described by William Albery
as "Horsham's birth certif icate".

One of the key points to remember, although
Horsham is mentioned by name, it doesn't mean that
Horsham as a def inite place existed. New work on
Anglo-Saxon place names and archaeology suggests
"that early Anglo-Saxon settlement was dispersed and
shifting, and that stable nucleation came long after the
earlier layers of place-names in the landscape had
been formed"  So Horsham may have been a zone, a

When Horsham was Washington’s northern outpost

Washington village in the 1950s (from an old postcard in the Storrington
Museum collection)
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Frank and Cindy Waters, two of the Museum's
volunteers, are going to drive the A272 to raise
much-needed funds for the Museum. The idea

began with a book they were given, which was written
by a Dutch couple, Pieter and Rita Boogaart, called
"A272 An Ode to a Road". A number of editions have
been printed, the last being in 2013, when the book
was revised and improved. Last summer, Frank and
Cindy met Pieter and Rita at the Weald and Downland
Open Air Museum in Singleton, where they were giving
a comprehensive presentation of
the A272, while visiting England
from their home in Eindhoven,
Holland. Dutch drivers enjoy
driving along the A272 as Holland
is so flat, without the 'ups and
downs' of our country. As the
book says: "It represents and
epitomises England.  It captures
the Englishness of English life".

The A272 runs from East to
West, starting in Poundford, near
Hadlow Down, East Sussex
through to Stockbridge,
Hampshire. Frank and Cindy will
start in the east, stopping off at
towns and villages on the south
side of the road as they head
west. On reaching Stockbridge
they will reverse their journey and

stop at towns and villages on the north side of the
road as they head back east. They will break their
journey by staying in B & Bs en route.

Frank and Cindy's target is to:-
• raise as much money as they can for the Museum

through sponsors and donations;
• begin their Road Trip on Tuesday 3rd April 2018

aiming to complete on Saturday 14th April,
• promoting the Museum en route;
• ask someone in each town/village visited to sign their

name on the list of towns/
villages they have composed, as
proof they have visited;

and lastly -
• enjoy driving along the A272
while, hopefully, raising funds for
the Museum without coming
across too many
roadworks/diversions along the
way!

Please support Frank
and Cindy by completing
the sponsorship form
enclosed with this issue.  

Thank you in advance
from the committee, who
work hard to keep
Storrington Museum open
for years to come.

A road trip to help the Museum

region def ined by the boundaries of other land
ownerships, for example Chesworth, which would also
explain how Horsham as a manor wasn't formalised for
over 100 years after the mention in this charter. 

Just because Horsham was mentioned in a land
charter does not mean Horsham yet existed as a
village or hamlet, as we would know it. Perhaps all year
round there were a couple of farmsteads, then
seasonally the numbers would increase as swineherds
from Washington and other southern settlements
brought their livestock up, descending into the
riverside clearing from well trodden pathways over the
hills. The name of the town has not been changed in
any way since it was recorded in the 947 land charter. It
is Saxon in origin and means "place of horses". This
suggests a place where horses were bred, or maybe
changed en route between London and the coast. 

In Saxon times, Steyning was the most important
early religious site in the Horsham area.  A wooden
church was said to have been founded there by St
Cuthman in the late 8th or 9th century. Later, in AD
858, King Æthelwulf of Wessex (father of King Alfred
the Great) was buried there. In Anglo-Saxon England,
churches were distinguished according to their
importance. First were cathedrals, then minsters, then
lesser churches with graveyards, and lastly f ield
churches (there may have been one of these at
Horsham). The Church at Steyning was classif ied as a
minster. According to the surviving Anglo-Saxon
Charters, only 12 Sussex churches were mentioned in
the pre-Norman Conquest period. There were also
Sussex minster churches at Henfield, Pulborough and
Amberley, but none in the north Horsham district.  

Jeremy Knight, Horsham Museum

MUSEUM MEMBERS’ LUNCH
The annual lunch will once again be held at the West Sussex Golf Club, on Thursday 25th January.

See the form enclosed with this issue. If you require a vegetarian meal or have any dietary
requirements, please indicate this when booking. With excellent food in beautiful surroundings, the

event represents very good value. 



This year’s wintry
scene from the
Museum archive is a
reproduction of a
drawing of the High
Street with the White
Horse Hotel shown
prominently, looking
back down the street
in an Easterly
direction. The scene
dates from around 40
years ago, and apart
from the shop signs,
little has changed.
The picture was used
on one of a series of
winter postcards
published by Judges.

Coming soon - Talks and events
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Christmas and New Year Greetings

Please note that all the events below (including
Monday evening talks, but with the exception of
the members’ lunch) are held at the Old School,
School Lane, Storrington. 
Talks will start promptly at 7.30 pm. 
Non-Members welcome.

MONDAY, 8th JANUARY 7.30pm
“A Policeman’s Lot . . . can be interesting”
Talk by Neil Sadler £5 (£4 for members)

SATURDAY, 11th JANUARY 10.00am to 4.00pm
“Were you Being Served”, Retailers from the Past
Opening day of f irst temporary exhibition (runs until
Sunday 18th March)
Coffee, tea and cakes available during the morning.

THURSDAY, 25th JANUARY 12.30 for 1.00 pm
MEMBERS’ LUNCH
West Sussex Golf Club, 12.30 for 1.00pm.
See form enclosed with this issue for further details. 

MONDAY, 5th FEBRUARY 7.30pm
“Views of Sussex”
A Film presented by Bill Gage £5 (£4 for members)
MONDAY, 5th MARCH 7.30pm
AGM and Members’ Evening, followed by ‘Guess the
Object’ 
SATURDAY 24th MARCH 7.00 for 7.30pm
Quiz Evening with home made supper. Tables of four -
please organise your group, or if you want to come
alone or in pairs we can arrange tables on the night.
SATURDAY 31st MARCH 10.00am to 4.00pm
Opening day of second temporary exhibition
MONDAY, 2nd APRIL
“Christ’s Hospital”
Talk by Bill Avenall, £5 (£4 for members)

Please note - if anybody requires transport to any of
these events, please contact the Museum and we will
do our best to arrange a lift.

The Museum Committee thanks all members, stewards,
helpers, supporters, visitors and friends for their support
during 2017 and offers good wishes to them all for 2018.


